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1. INTRODUCTION1

For many years there has been serious concern about the

state of family businesses. Such concern is expressed in both

the purely scientific-economic sphere and also in relation not

only to the actual situations of families themselves and their

businesses but also to the wider environment of the economy

itself.

In general terms, and viewed from the standpoint of

business institutions, the key points of concern are the same as

those that preoccupy all those other institutions intent upon

long-term survival - that is to say:

• Firstly, survival - or, to reverse the terms, a reduction in the

death toll of businesses. The latter is enormous and

1 Lecture given at the International Symposium "Anthropo/ogy and Inheritance"
held in the Faculty of Humanities, University of La Coruña, Spain on 4 and 5
November 1998.
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particularly so in family firms. The disappearance of such a

business creates a real human drama in its effect on the

individuals themselves, but it also brings with it the wastage

of all those resources and all that potential that could be used

to help resolve the many prablems within our society .

• The prablems of "succession" and "inheritance" are one of

the main causes of business failure. This is not limited only to

family firms, in which succession is determined by the wishes

of certain family members. Succession affects all businesses.

The survival of any company depends upon the capability of

individuals to manage it and there are two key elements in

such management:

• The capacity of its managers to adapt the business to

rapidly changing circumstances;

• The problem of ensuring management "succession" - that

is, having available those individuals who can take on the

rale of directing and managing the business .

• "Succession" is, therefore, of key importance both in large

companies and in family firms. There are, however,

significant differences between the prablems it causes in the

former and in the latter.
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• Yet another basic question is that of the growth and

development of a business. Any institution which neither

grows nor develops will have serious difficulties in adapting

itself to changing circumstances and, above all, in ensuring

that "succession" takes place in an effective way. The

company which does not grow, dies - such is the

consequence of an inability to adapt to change. The search

for those factors which will encourage growth is, without any

doubt, the key to the success of an institution.

These are the underlying conditions that guarantee the

survival of businesses. A key point is that the continuity of

institutions depends upon their ability to guarantee

"succession" in an on-going and permanent way - or, to use

another term, to ensure the "inheritance", the passing on, of

both acquired knowledge and the availability and utilisation of

capability and potential. It is not solely the "inheritance of

property and wealth", of fixed .and financial assets - however

important these may be: It is also the "inheritance of

knowledge and understanding" - factors which determine the

way in which a business is planned and managed.



11. BUSINESS REALlTIES: THE PROBLEMS OF

"SUCCESSION" (Inheritance)

In a highly industrially developed country Iike Germany it

is estimated that there exist at the present time 365,000

companies with no "succession". That is to say, there is no

clear "succession" within the echelons of management and for

this reason the "inheritance" may well be lost. And in a country

like Germany such "inheritance" affects more than 4.5 million

jobs. Furthermore, such companies are of key importance in

terms of the economic competitiveness of the country. To a

large extent this is today a generational problem of the highest

importance.

SMALL & MEDIUM BUSINESS IN GERMANY:

THE DYNAMICS OF CHANGE

Figure 1: The dynamics of change in family businesses
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BUSINESSES ANO THE ECONOMY

If the significance of these businesses within the economy

as a whole is taken into consideration, then it can be noted

from Figure 2 that family businesses account for 85% of the

GDP - that is, of wealth creation in the country - while non

family businesses contribute only 15%.

The dynamic of adaptation within companies is, without

doubt, one of the fundamental factors in ensuring business

growth. And it is of even greater importance when it manifests

itself more acutely during the processes of generational

change.

85%ofGDP

15% ofGDP

Family businesses

Non-family businesses

Figure 2: Family businesses and the economy

Similar figures apply to employment creation, a factor of

great economic, social and political significance. Family

businesses create 80% of the jobs, while non-family

businesses create only 20%.
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BUSINESSES ANO EMPLOYMENT CREATION

Family businesses

Non-family businesses

80%

20%

Figure 3: Employment creation in family businesses

The business structure in Spain presents even greater

contrasts. In the Spanish economy 90% of business activity is

in the hands of family firms and only 10% rests with non-family

companies. The significance of this, shown in Figure 4, is very

clear.

SPANISH BUSINESS STRUCTURE

Family businesses 90%

Non-family businesses 10%

Figure 4: Spanish business structure

Looking more closely at Spain, one particular

characteristic of this social, economic and human reality is that

65% of family businesses do not survive beyond the first

generation. In other words, there exist very serious problems of
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"succession" or "inheritance", for in only 35% of the cases does

the company remain in family hands.

Even worse, only 12% of family businesses survive until

the third generation. The problem is, in consequence, centred

on a failure to resolve questions of "inheritance" and

"succession" .

FAMIL Y BUSINESSES ANO SUCCESSION

1st generation: Iiquidated/sold off 65%

2nd generation: remain within the family 35%

3rd generation: survive 12%

Figure 5: Family businesses and succession

Consequently, it can be reasonably claimed that 80% of

all family businesses have a lifespan of less than five years and

that only 20% survive longer than this. From an economic point

of view and in terms of ensuring the efficiency of economic,

business and social processes, this is totally inadequate.



DEATH TOLL OF FAMILY BUSINESSES

Life less than 5 years

Life greater than 5 years

80%

20%

Figure 6: Death tol! of family businesses

During recent years a predominant concern has been the

search for a kind of "contractual-mora!' solution, now defined

as "family protocols". These are contractual agreements

between family members which are intended to anticípate - and

prevent - possible conflicts.

Figure 7 iIIustrates more precisely this attempt to resolve

as effectively as possible any conflicts that arise between

business activities and family interests by establishing a style of

"managemenf' that balances the requirements of the enterprise

against the expectations of the owners .
.'.





• Firstly, all economic and social processes are in a state of

permanent change. For this reason, the kind of

management needed is one capable of adapting its

activities to new situations in a way that is both rapid and

flexible.

• "Management succession" occurs more frequently than

"ownership succession".

• A constant process of adaptation with costs kept to a

minimum is required - an achievement dependent upon the

skills of the management.

• It also always involves the implementation of a cultural

change, addressing precisely those different value systems

which lead either to conflict or to its resolution.
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111.THE PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS DETERMI

NING THE ECONOMIC-SOCIAL FRAMEWORK

IN PROCESSES OF SUCCESSION

This situation produces two kinds of problems:

• Firstly, the problem of implementing technical and

economic changes in those activities falling within the

power of the family .

• Secondly, the problem of an adaptation within

management that leads to the creation of values

responsive to demands made by the processes of change.

At the present time radical changes are taking place

within the context of an increasing globalisation of the economy

and the need for business entities to work together in networks.

Basically, the requirement is for increasing decentralisation,

and such a process brings with it a new approach to the

management of business activities. This means a strongly

decentralised management; whereas the traditional nature of

family businesses, in their early generations, has always

emphasised centralised control. Membership of a network and

the capacity to decentralise, together with the dynamic derived
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from such a network, demand divisions of labour in a state of

permanent change. Consequently, and ever increasingly, the

burdens and responsibilities of family companies are being

shifted from "ownership" to "managemenf'.

The approach of "protocols" - that is to say, the

"contractual-mora!' solution - may be centred on how specific

formal aspects are regulated; both those that correspond to

ownership/property rights and those relating to the way in

which the power of the family has an eftect on management. Al!

kinds of protocols exist, but one aspect none of them can avoid

is the reality of the new kind of economic activity within the

context of a permanent change in business procedures.

The dominant values resulting from globalisation of the

economy are:

• A permanent intensification of cQmpetitiveness. With this

comes permanent change in the division of labour and the

integration of the individual family business within a

network of relationships requiring a dynamic approach

towards opportunities and risk-taking. Family businesses, if

they have such a kind of management at their disposal,

ofter f1exibility and a rapid capacity to adapt. However, if

such management, supported by the family, does not exist,

then a business will soon find itself in serious difficulty.
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competitive advantages must be "globalised". The idea of

globalisation puts strong pressure on family enterprises to

operate world-wide, but to restrict their activities to those

fields in which they have important competitive

advantages.

The type of management in a family business naturally

differs significantly from the management of a large company,

with all the great advantages available to it. Succession in the

former is only viable if there is an effective resolution of

problems related to both ownership and property succession

and also management succession.

Consequently, the success of a family business depends

upon a strategy of adaptation, by both sides, to procedures laid

down within the framework of governing guidelines - that is, the

protocols. The choice of management should be decided with a

view to bringing together both activity and protocol, family and

management. It is in this middle ground where the success or

failure of family succession - and, therefore, the disposal of the

inheritance - is decided.
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Figure 1O.The corporate structure of a family business

Business policy should be centred on:

• Firstly, the leadership of its own products. Every family firm

has its own particular character. Its "Iegacy" clearly

consists of al! those services and products initiated and

developed by the founder, and with which the firm is

associated. It is difficult to conceive of a particular family

business evolving in such a way as to completely change

its corporate identity.
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managerial staff and also in their integration ¡nto this type

of culture. An integrating style of management, strongly

orientated towards human resources, is fundamental in

ensuring the success of these types of enterprises.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The family business has an important role to play in

modern economies, characterised as they are by sharp labour

divisions. The success or failure of such economies and the

social stability and development of a country depend upon the

success or failure of family firms. Their contributions are

strongly diversified with a wide spread of risks for the economy

and they have a commanding presence at the forefront of

development of many activities.

The influence of the family business in all western

economies, particularly in Europe, is particularly important.

However, the survival risks are also very high, as is evidenced

by the continuing death toll for various reasons. There is no

"market" for family firms.

As part of the processes of family businesses, the

problem of "inheritance" affects two closely linked areas:

"ownership and property succession" and "management
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